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Abstract

In this chapter, we will address the structural characterization of III–V semiconductor thin films by means of HRXRD. We first give an overview on the basic experimental apparatus and theory element of this method. Subsequently, we treat several examples in order to determine the effect of doping, composition and strain on structural properties of crystal. Analysed layers were grown by metal organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE). Films treated as examples are selected in order to bring the utility of characterization technique. Here, we investigate GaAs/GaAs(001), GaAs:C/GaAs(001), GaN/Si(1 1 1), GaN:Si/Al₂O₃(001), GaAsBi/GaAs(001) and InGaAs/GaAs(001) heterostructures by using different scans for studying numerous structural layers and substrate parameters. Different scan geometries, such as $\omega$-scan, $\omega/2\theta$-scan and map cartography, are manipulated to determine tilt, deformation and dislocation density induced by mismatch between layer and substrate. This mismatch is originated from the difference between the chemical properties of two materials generated by doping or alloying. Such HRXRD measurements are explored through the angular spacing between peaks of the substrate and layer. The half of full width maximum (HFWM) of peak layer intensity is a crucial qualitative parameter giving information on defect density in the layer.

Keywords: HRXRD, thin films, III–V semiconductors, alloys, stress, reciprocal map

1. Introduction

Over the past decade, the epitaxy of structures based on III–V materials has emerge to become of vital commercial importance within the electronics, optoelectronics and telecommunication industries. With rapid developments of epitaxy apparatus (such as molecular beam epitaxy or metal organic chemical vapour epitaxy) and in situ diagnostics (such as RHEED and
reflectometry), the elaborated active part of heterostructure has now come in the vicinity of idealism. However, such deviation from ideal properties (structural, optical or electrical) can reduce the device response. In this way and for economical reasons, it is desirable to characterize the as-grown layers prior to further processing. Indeed, high-resolution of X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) is now one of the widely used tools for non-invasive determination of the composition, thickness and perfection of the epitaxial layers of compound semiconductors. Recently, there had been great interest in the use of this technique with different scan geometries.

In this chapter, we will address the structural characterization of III–V semiconductor thin films by means of HRXRD. We first give an overview on the basic experimental apparatus of this method. Subsequently, we treat several examples in order to determine the effect of doping, composition and strain on structural properties of crystal.

2. Experimental details and theory element

All layers investigated in this work are elaborated by metal organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) technique [1–8].

For arsenide layers, we use a Bruker D8 diffractometer. An X-ray tube with a copper cathode generates the incident beam (1.54056 Å). In order to obtain highly monochromatic incident beam, we use a monochromator constituted by four Ge(022) crystals which gave a resolution of $\Delta \lambda / \lambda < 1.5 \times 10^{-4}$. The scattered beam can be detected by a scintillation point detector as reported in the left of Figure 1. The layer, that shall be examined, is mounted on the sample holder. As shown in the right of Figure 1, we denote $\omega$ as the angle between X-ray beam and the crystal surface, $2\theta$, the detector position, $\phi$, the rotation angle around the normal of crystal and $\tau$ (or $\chi$), the inclination angle of crystal in a perpendicular plane to the surface. This configuration gives a coupled and uncoupled scans, such as $\omega$-scan (or rocking curve scan) and $\omega/2\theta$ scan.

For nitride layer, HRXRD measurements have been performed with a Bede 200 diffractometer equipped with a four-crystal monochromator in Si[220] mode.

Figure 1. In the left, optical path of X-ray beam for the used goniometer. In the right, goniometer axes.
The simple form of Bragg equation for the lattice planes with Miller indices \((hkl)\) and the distance \(d_{hkl}\) between two such adjacent planes is given by

\[
2d_{hkl} \sin \theta = n\lambda
\]

where:

- For cubic lattice with lattice constant \(a\), \(d_{hkl} = \frac{a}{\sqrt{h^2 + k^2 + l^2}}\).
- For hexagonal lattice with lattice constant \(a\) and \(c\), \(d_{hkl} = \frac{a}{\sqrt{3}(h^2 + k^2 + hk)} + \frac{c}{l}\).

Differentiation of Bragg equation and subsequent division of the result by the same equation yields the differential Bragg equation

\[
\frac{\Delta d_{hkl}}{d_{hkl}} + \Delta \theta \cot \theta = \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda} (2)
\]

In our case, the spectral width of the incident beam is neglected \((\Delta \lambda / \lambda \sim 0)\).

3. Application for thin films

3.1. Bulk films and substrates

Bulk substrates are characterized by a perfect crystallographic structure with an insignificant defect density. In HRXRD measurements, they have been used as a reference for Bragg angular measurements. But it is vital to minimize intrinsic and extrinsic effects, such as tilt substrate or tilt substrate-to-holder sample (due to inaccurate sample mounting).

As an example, in order to determine the disorientation of GaAs substrate, the \((004)\) rocking curves peak angles \(\omega_S\) were taken for some azimuthal angle \(\phi\) as shown in Figure 2. As mentioned earlier, \(\omega_S\) variation follows the relation:

\[
\omega_S(004) = \langle \omega_S \rangle + A \cos(\phi - \phi_0)
\]

where \(A\) is the tilt or the disorientation to the absolute crystallographic substrate orientation.

Similarly, \(x(004) = \langle x \rangle + A \sin(\phi - \phi_0)\) or \(x(004) = \langle x \rangle - A \sin(\phi - \phi_0)\).

The best fit of experimental data by expression reported below allows the values of \(\langle \omega_S \rangle = 33.030^\circ\) and \(A = 0.472^\circ\). By using Bragg’s law, we can measure the lattice parameter of GaAs substrate \(a_s = \frac{2\lambda_{CuK\alpha}}{d_{(004)}} = 5.6526\text{Å}\). The manufacturer indicates that this commercial substrate is exactly orientated to (001) with a tolerance of \(\pm 0.5^\circ\), and the lattice parameter is of 5.6533Å corresponding to a Bragg angle of 33.028°. The difference between the two Bragg angles represents an error of about 0.003°. Also, the value of tilt \(A\) is in the same order of the tolerance given by the substrate producer.

3.2. Homoepitaxy

Homoepitaxy is the growth of a layer on the substrate where the two materials have the same physical characteristics (Si/Si, GaAs/GaAs, etc.). Such a structure is characterized by small full-
width at half-maxima (FWHMs) of measured peaks when growth is perfectly optimized and no supplementary information is given about the layer properties.

Figure 2. In the left, measured Bragg angle GaAs substrate of (004) rocking curves as a function of the azimuthal angle $\phi$ fitted by (the solid line) a sinusoidal equation. In the inset a series of rocking curves are shown. In the right, illustration of $\omega$-scan around the normal to the substrate.

Doping of semiconductors is required to improve the electrical properties of material. In numerous applications, it is necessary to dope strongly n+ or p+ any part of the structure. Indeed, for tunnel effect or to obtain ohmic contact in GaAs, doping levels above $10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ were needed. This requirement gives rise to a modification in structural properties of the doped layer. Yet, this deviation to ideal structure is clearly observed when atomic covalent radius of impurity is smaller or higher compared to atomic radius of matrix constituents. As an example, the doping of GaAs by carbon (C) gives rise to tetragonal distortion of GaAs caused by smaller covalent radius of C ($r_c = 0.77$ Å) compared to those of gallium ($r_{Ga} = 1.26$ Å) and arsenic ($r_{As} = 1.20$ Å). HRXRD is sensitive to this smaller deviation and will be used to determine the doping concentration.

The perpendicular lattice mismatch of C-doped GaAs was investigated by measuring (004) reflection and according to the following relation:

$$\varepsilon^\perp = \left( \frac{\Delta a}{a} \right)^\perp = -\Delta \theta_B \cot(\theta_B)$$

(3)

where $\theta_B = 33.028^\circ$ is the Bragg angle for (004) reflection.

On the other hand, in order to investigate the conditions of strain relaxation we have measured the parallel lattice mismatch $\Delta a_{||}$. Indeed, to find the in-plane lattice mismatch, an asymmetric ($\pm 1, \pm 1, \pm 5$) reflection should be determined. The inclination angle $\phi$ is between a reflection from a lattice plane and the surface. The measurement of a reflection can be carried out at high
angle $\theta_B + \varphi$ or at a low angle $\theta_B - \varphi$. We can calculate the components of lattice mismatch from the measured differences in Bragg angle and lattice-plane orientation with regard to the substrate according to [9]:

$$
\varepsilon^\perp = \frac{\Delta a^\perp}{a_{GaAs}} = \Delta \varphi \cot \varphi - \Delta \theta \cot \theta_B
$$

(4)

$$
\varepsilon'^\perp = \frac{\Delta a'^\perp}{a_{GaAs}} = -\Delta \varphi \cot \varphi - \Delta \theta \cot \theta_B
$$

(5)

In our case $\theta_B = 45.064^\circ$ and $\varphi = 15.791^\circ$.

For more details, let $\Delta \omega_a$ be the angular spacing between peaks of the substrate and of C-doped GaAs layer in $\omega/2\theta$ curve, and $\Delta \omega_b$ the same quantity measured after rotating the crystal by $180^\circ$ around the normal to the wafer surface. Then, for (115) reflection

$$
\Delta \varphi = \frac{1}{2} (\Delta \omega_a - \Delta \omega_b),
$$

(6)

$$
\Delta \theta_B = \frac{1}{2} (\Delta \omega_a + \Delta \omega_b).
$$

(7)

The double determination of $\varepsilon^\perp$ from (004) and (115) reflections gives a more precision on its values than that of $\varepsilon'^\perp$.

Based on this result, it is possible to determine the compensation ratio $\theta$ of our films using the Vegard’s law in the strained form [10, 11].

$$
\left(\frac{\Delta a^\perp}{a_{GaAs}}\right)_{\text{strained}} = \left(1 + \nu\right) \left(\frac{\Delta a^\perp}{a_{GaAs}}\right)_{\text{relaxed}} = 1.9 \left(\frac{\Delta a^\perp}{a_{GaAs}}\right)_{\text{relaxed}}.
$$

(8)

We assume that the substituted carbon in the gallium site (C$_{Ga}$ usually used to estimate the compensation) is the dominant cause of the compensation described by [12, 13]

$$
\left(\frac{\Delta a^\perp}{a_{GaAs}}\right)_{\text{relaxed}} = \frac{4}{\sqrt{3}d_{GaAs}N} (\Delta r_{As} + \theta \Delta r_{Ga}) \frac{p_H}{(1-\theta)}
$$

(9)

where $\Delta r_{As} = -0.43$ Å and $\Delta r_{Ga} = -0.49$ Å are the difference between the covalent radii of C and As and Ga, respectively. $N = 2.22 \times 10^{22}$ cm$^{-3}$ is the number of gallium or arsenic atoms per cm$^3$ in pure GaAs crystal and $\nu = 0.31$ is the Poisson’s ratio.

**Figure 3** illustrates a comparison between experimental data results and curves calculated for strained or relaxed states and with different compensation ratios. Using this dependence between $\Delta a^\perp$ and $p_H$, we extrapolate the compensation ratio for any layer. We remark that the values deduced, using this consideration, are in the same order than that deduced by Hall Effect or SIMS measurements.
3.3. Heteroepitaxy

Heteroepitaxy is the growth of a layer on the substrate where the two materials have different physical characteristics such as GaAs/Si, GaAs/Ge, GaN/Al$_2$O$_3$, etc. This means that the underlying substrate and the epitaxial layer are different materials with typically different lattice constants and perhaps even different crystal symmetry. Generally, this structure is characterized by misfit mismatch which generates stress and structural defects. In order to be accommodating to the substrate, the layer stays at less energetic equilibrium state which gives rise to appearance of tilt, twist and curvature of the system [layer + substrate]. HRXRD technique is able to determine these parameters.

3.3.1. Undoped GaN

III-Nitrides and related alloys cover a wide wavelength domain ranging from the red to the ultraviolet. Their interesting properties such as large and direct band gap make them attractive for the development of optoelectronic devices as well as high temperature and high power electronic applications. The MOVPE growth of these materials is completed by using various substrates. However, the lack of suitable lattice matched substrate constitutes the major obstacle for further improvement in GaN material properties. Several attempts have been achieved for GaN growth on silicon substrate. Indeed, this choice is motivated by the availability with

![Figure 3. Perpendicular lattice mismatch ($\varepsilon_{\perp}$) of GaAs:C epilayers on GaAs substrates as a function of hole concentration $p_H$. The lines represent the predicted contraction based on Vegard's law for two values of compensation ratios $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = 0.25$.](image)
low cost, the large size and high electrical and thermal conductivities of silicon. But, the success of GaN layer epitaxy requires a special growth procedure by using different processes (buffer layer, SiN treatment, etc.) in order to reduce the damage effects.

In this section, we focus on GaN layer grown on silicon substrate Si(111) where mismatch is of about 17%. This difference leads to the formation of a large number of defects (dislocations, cracks, etc.) and gives rise to layer mosaicity.

The GaN mosaicity can be usually described by two components of the misorientation: one is the tilt of c-axis with respect to the growth direction and the other is the twist of the columns orientation about the c-axis. GaN (00.l) ω-scans reflect the mosaic structure of the tilt among the crystallites. GaN (h0.l) ω-scans reflect the mosaic structure of twist between the crystallites. For symmetric (00.l) reflections, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the X-ray rocking curve (XRC) which characterize the tilt, was found to be around 1800 arcs. Note that both tilt and twist mosaics contribute to the rocking curve width of asymmetric (h0.l) reflections. For twist measurement, it is necessary to measure a series of reflections and extrapolate to an inclination angle χ of 90°. The plot of FWHM versus sin(χ) gives rise to an average twist of about 1.9° (Figure 4). The average twist was determined as half FWHM extrapolated to sin(χ) = 1. This high value of the twist can be explained by the interaction between hillocks of GaN during the nucleation process or dislocations which lead to a broad rocking curve width of GaN reflections.

3.3.2. Si doped GaN

In order to study the effect of Si-doping on stress in GaN layers, HRXRD and Raman spectra measurements were carried out. Figure 5 shows HRXRD patterns measured in θ/2θ scan mode.
The \( \theta \) position shifts to the higher angle corresponding to smaller \( c \) lattice constant when Si concentration increases. The asymmetric shape of the \( \omega \)-scan for high doping levels can be attributed to a stress gradient normal to the sample surface [14]. The in-plane stress \( \sigma_{//} \) can be roughly determined from the relationships [15].

\[
\sigma_{//} = \frac{a - a_0}{a_0} \left( C_{11} + C_{12} - 2 C_{13} \right) \left( \frac{C_{33}}{C_{11}} \right),
\]  

where \( C_{ij} \) are the elastic constants of GaN (\( C_{11} = 390 \) GPa, \( C_{12} = 145 \) GPa, \( C_{13} = 106 \) GPa, \( C_{33} = 398 \) GPa) [16]. \( a_0 \) is the lattice constant for strain-free bulk GaN (\( a_0 = 3.189 \) Å). The values of the \( a \) lattice parameter, measured by HRXRD, and the corresponding stress values \( \sigma_{//} \) show that the incorporation of silicon not only leads to stress relaxation in GaN layers, but also induces tensile stress (\( \sigma_{//} > 0 \)) for doping levels higher than \( 1.6 \times 10^{18} \) cm\(^{-3} \). According to our PL data analysis (not shown here), we attribute the strong band gap reduction in the Si-doped GaN layers is essentially due to the relaxation of stress in these layers.

The effect of silicon doping on the mechanism of stress relaxation and defect formation in GaN is still under discussion. One plausible explanation is that the relaxation increases with Si-induced defects formed during the cool-down process [17, 18]. Thus, we can assume that the incorporation of silicon leads to increase of the dislocation density in the GaN epilayer. Note that the dislocation densities in GaN-based materials have been generally measured by

**Figure 5.** \( \omega \)-scans of the Si-doped GaN samples.
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and etch pit densities (EPDs). However, as non-destructive method, X-ray rocking curves (ω-scans) can be used to measure the dislocation densities with accuracy equal to TEM and EPDs. The theory elements of this technique are described by Gay et al. [19] and Hordon and Averbach [20], for the case of highly dislocated metal crystals and extended by Ayers [21] to the case of zinc-blende semiconductors.

The model developed by Ayers uses the rocking curve line width broadening owing to threading dislocations for calculation of their densities. Then, the square of the measured rocking curve line width $\beta_m$ for the $(hkl)$ reflection can be written as [21]:

$$\beta_m^2(hkl) = K_\alpha + K_\varepsilon \tan^2\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $K_\alpha = 2\pi \ln(2b^2D)$, $K_\varepsilon = 0.09 b^2 D \ln(210^{-7} cm \sqrt{D})$, $b$ is the length of the burgers vector and $D$ is the dislocation density. $K_\alpha$ is the rocking curve broadening owing to angular rotation at dislocations. $K_\varepsilon$ is the broadening produced by strain surrounding dislocations.

The plot of $\beta_m^2$ versus $\tan^2\theta$ should give rise to a straight line. The dislocation densities can be independently calculated from the slope ($K_\varepsilon$) as well as the intercept ($K_\alpha$). The obtained results based on the two ways should be identical. A plot according to last equation for various X-ray peaks is shown in Figure 6. As predicted by the model, the symmetric and asymmetric reflections are on a single straight line. Dislocation densities calculated according the Ayers model from the slopes and intercepts of these linear fits are shown in Figure 7.

AFM data corresponding to the densities of surface depressions and pinned steps are also given for comparison. It is well known that the surfaces of GaN layers grown by MOVPE are typically dominated by these two kinds of dislocation mediated surface structures [22]. So, as seen in Figure 7, the dislocation densities calculated from the slopes ($D_\varepsilon = 8.4 \times 10^8$ to $7.1 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-2}$) are in same order of magnitude with that obtained by AFM measurements ($D_{AFM}=1.3 \times 10^9$ to $8 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-2}$). The lack of internal consistency ($D_\varepsilon$ slightly different from $D_\alpha$) may be explained by the existence of sources of rocking curve broadening other than dislocations that give rise to different relative amounts of rotational and strain broadening [21].

3.4. Alloys

The III–V materials have raised a fundamental attention in the field of optoelectronics and rapid electronics. Particularly, the alloy semiconductors have an exceptional amount of interests owing to the possible adjustment of band gap and lattice parameter by changing chemical composition. Recently, the technological progress of elaboration and process techniques provides a great opportunity to design new structure architecture and quantum nanostructure based on non-conventional semiconductor materials. This fact requires a suitability of characterization tools adapted to this advance.

3.4.1. GaAsBi alloy as a new material

Owing to the large size and core electronic structure of Bi atom, Bi-containing semiconductor alloy materials exhibit a small or negative band gap. The interesting properties of III–V-Bi alloy offer a great opportunity for possible design in optoelectronic application devices. Recent
results from various groups demonstrated that GaAs$_{1-x}$Bi$_x$ thin films can be produced by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [23-25] or by MOVPE [1, 2, 26-28]. Further, GaAs$_{1-x}$Bi$_x$ alloy presents temperature insensitivity of band gap required in the resolution of problems of the lasing wavelength fluctuations. The quality of epitaxial compound film is governed by thickness uniformity, degree of alloying and substrate temperature. Precisely, the growth behaviour of GaAs$_{1-x}$Bi$_x$ was quite different from that of usual ternary semiconductor alloys such as GaInAs and AlGaAs. A very narrow growth conditions are reported by comparison between structural and optical characterizations. In this way, HRXRD is comely tool to investigate the structural properties of this material.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Square of rocking curve line width $\beta_m (hkl)$ versus $\tan^2 \theta$ for Si-doped GaN samples.

**Figure 8** shows the diffraction pattern in the $\theta$–$2\theta$ scan of X-ray diffraction measurement for a GaAs$_{1-x}$Bi$_x$ layer grown on p-type GaAs substrate. The spectrum shows three resolved peaks located at 31.627, 66.048 and 65.528° which are associated with the plane diffraction of (002)
and (004) GaAs and (004) GaAs₁ₓBiₓ, respectively (detail is shown in the inset figure). No other phases were identified.

HRXRD measurements of symmetric (004) and asymmetric (115) plane diffractions were carried out in order to determine the lattice parameter of GaAs₁ₓBiₓ and then Bi composition, as shown in Figure 9. In fact, the presence of two peaks relative to the layer and substrate diffractions, Pendellösung oscillations, seen in the wings of peaks, reveals a smooth and coherent interface. From these oscillations, we can calculate the layer thickness from Bragg’s law:

\[ t = \frac{\lambda \gamma_H}{\Delta \omega \sin(2\theta_b)} \]

The period (\(\Delta \omega\)) is independent of scattering power of layer composition. \(2\theta_b\) is the scattering angle, \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation and \(\gamma_H = \sin(\theta_b + \varphi)\). \(\varphi\) is the angle between the diffraction planes and the surface.

The lattice constants in growth direction (\(a_\perp\)) and in the plane (\(a_\parallel\)) of GaAs₁ₓBiₓ layer were calculated from the peak separation (\(\Delta \theta_b\)) between GaAs and GaAs₁ₓBiₓ. \(a_\perp\) is deduced from the spacing of the layer (004) plane (\(d_{004}\)) in the form of \(a_\perp = 4 d_{004}\) using a symmetric reflection (004). From asymmetric reflection (115), \(a_\parallel\) is deduced from the spacing of the layer (115) plane (\(d_{115}\)), in the form of \(a_\parallel = \sqrt{2 \left[ \frac{1}{d_{115}^2} - \frac{1}{d_{004}^2} \right]} \).
The lattice constant \( a_0 \) of unstrained cubic GaAs\(_{1-x}\)Bi\(_x\) is assumed from

\[
a_\perp = a_{//} + (a_{//} - a_{//}) \frac{(C_{11} + 2C_{12})}{C_{11}}
\]  

(12)

where \( C_{11} = 11.92 \) and \( C_{12} = 5.99 \) are the elastic constants for GaAs\(_{1-x}\)Bi\(_x\), which are supposed to be equal to those of GaAs. The Bi composition \( x \), is calculated from \( a_0 \) using Vegard’s law:

\[
a_0 = x a_{\text{GaBi}} + (1-x) a_{\text{GaAs}}
\]  

(13)

where \( a_{\text{GaBi}} \) is the lattice constant of hypothetical zinc-blend GaBi and assumed to be 6.324 Å [29]. \( a_{\text{GaAs}} = 5.653 \) Å is the lattice constant of GaAs.

Thickness homogeneity and layer composition were characterized by recording (004) X-ray \( \omega/2\theta \) curves for several positions in the layer surface. Small changes of 0.001 and 0.002 ° mm\(^{-1}\) have been detected for \( \Delta \omega \) and \( \Delta \theta_h \), respectively. Bi composition is estimated to 3.7% with a relative change of about 0.05% per mm. The layer thickness is about 50 nm. These values were also compared to those deduced from simulated X-ray patterns using the dynamical theory.

Figure 8. Diffraction pattern in the \( \theta/2\theta \) scan of X-ray diffraction measurement for a GaAs\(_{1-x}\)Bi\(_x\) layer grown on (100) Zn doped GaAs substrate. The inset shows a zoom between \( 2\theta = 63^\circ \) and \( 68^\circ \).
shown as dotted lines in Figure 9. The tetragonal distortion induced by the epitaxy is taken into account using the elastic constants of GaAs.

The optimization of GaAsBi MOVPE growth conditions was detailed in our previous works [1, 2]. A good crystalline quality was obtained using a V/III ratio of about 9.5, trimethylbismuth (TMBi) flow of 0.2 µmol min\(^{-1}\) and a growth temperature of 420°C. The measured Bi content value is around 3.7%. The epitaxial layers show a low Bi island density on the surface [2]. It should be noted that small deviations from optimal growth conditions may give rise to a surface formation of big Bi droplets. The latter appear with a higher density and different shapes for high TMBi flow (∼3 µmol min\(^{-1}\)).

As a demonstrative example, Figure 10 illustrates the diffraction patterns of symmetric (004) and asymmetric (115) reflections for the as-grown and annealed GaAsBi layers grown with high TMBi flow. To check thermal stability, GaAsBi layer was annealed at 750°C for 15 min under AsH\(_3\) flow. These curves present more diffraction peaks, other than that of the GaAs substrate, located at 32.8, 32.5 and 32.12° in the left side of the substrate peak, and denoted as GaAsBi(1), GaAsBi(2) and GaAsBi(3), respectively. The same diffraction peaks have been detected in the (115) asymmetric configuration, but more shifted with respect to GaAs.
substrate peak. It seems that these three peaks are linked to different Bi contents in GaAsBi layer. Based on the Vegard’s law we have found: $x_{\text{GaAsBi}(1)} = 3.7\%$, $x_{\text{GaAsBi}(2)} = 8\%$ and $x_{\text{GaAsBi}(3)} = 14\%$. The obtained Bi contents are calculated after the determination of the lattice constants perpendicular and parallel to GaAsBi surface using HRXRD measurements for the (004) and (115) planes, respectively. For hypothetical zinc blend GaBi, the lattice constant is estimated to be 6.324 Å [29]. More calculations details of Bi content are reported in the following Ref. [1].

We have also investigated the structural properties of the annealed layer at 750°C using HRXRD. The measured diffraction curves show a remarkable stability versus thermal annealing. In fact, the same curve shape was obtained for annealed sample (Figure 10). Bi droplets are entirely removed from GaAsBi layer after annealing. This behaviour shows that the existence of these droplets is not responsible of diffraction peaks appearance and confirms the structural thermal stability of GaAsBi alloy (Figure 10).

![Figure 10](image.png)

Figure 10. HRXRD (004) and (115) experimental $\omega$/2$\theta$ patterns of as-grown and annealed GaAsBi layers grown on GaAs substrate at 420°C under 3 µmol min$^{-1}$ of TMBi flow.

To find out an eventual crystallographic tilting of this sample, we have achieved several $\omega$ scans for different azimuthal angles $\phi$ for each resolved peak indicated by arrows and shown in Figure 11. We report in Figure 11, for different azimuthal angles, the diffraction angles variation of the substrate $\omega_{\text{Substrate}}$ and the layer $\omega_{\text{GaAsBi}}$ for the three aforementioned peaks (GaAsBi(1), GaAsBi(2) and GaAsBi(3)). All the measured amplitudes of the cosine variation of
$\omega_{\text{Substrate}}$ and $\omega_{\text{GaAsBi}}$ are about 1.18°. Note that the given incertitude on GaAs substrate off cut angle is about 1°, and then the GaAsBi layer is not tilted with respect to the substrate. The splitting between the farthest GaAsBi(004) multiple diffraction peaks is about 0.68°. This value is probably corresponding to a maximum tilt between GaAsBi grains which can be present in the layer.

Ciatto et al. [30] have investigated the local structure around Bi atoms in GaAsBi layers. Their X-ray absorption spectrometry results show that at 1.2% Bi content, Bi atoms are randomly distributed. At 1.9%, Bi atoms tend to form next-nearest-neighbour pairs, and at 2.4% Bi aggregates appear. In our work, the lowest Bi content in GaAsBi layer is around 3.7%, showing that necessarily Bi aggregates are already formed in the layer.

X-ray diffraction measurements exhibit that growth under high TMBi flow leads to a compositional inhomogeneity, as well as the presence of liquid can affect the Bi incorporation. This fact may be responsible of the XRD pendellösung fringes vanishing, and it was clearly seen when growing GaAsBi under optimized conditions [1, 2]. Some caution is required when interpreting X-ray profile of GaAsBi layers. The confusion can arise from metallic Bi diffraction peak, which can appear in layers having Bi droplet on the surface. Since thermal annealing at
750°C have completely removed Bi islands from the surface, and diffraction curve are exactly
the same as before annealing, so this confirms that metallic Bi does not contribute to the
diffraction curve.

On interpreting our X-ray profile, the probable assumption is the presence of atomic disor-
der created by Bi during its incorporation in GaAs matrix. Indeed, the disorder becomes
more significant with increasing Bi content. In our case, this content is higher than 3.7%
which explains the important disorder and the appearance of several diffraction peaks.
There are some assumptions, like support phase separation in GaAsBi alloy [27], the pres-
ence of ‘micro regions’ with different Bi contents [31] or a difference in the strain state at
different depths [32].

3.4.2. InGaAs alloys

The lattice mismatch between GaAs and InGaAs alloy layers is relatively small which allows
pseudomorphic growth to take place. But uppermost layer can also be partially relaxed or
completely relaxed depending on the layer thickness and the indium composition. For a
quantitative analysis, the degree of relaxation is given by

\[ R = \frac{a_{\text{film}} - a_{\text{substrate}}}{a_{\text{relax, film}} - a_{\text{substrate}}} \]  

where \( a_{\text{film}} \) denotes the measured lattice constant of the film and the totally relaxed lattice
constant. \( R \) is equal to 1 for fully relaxed films and equal to 0 for pseudomorphic growth.

In this part, we explore a reciprocal space map (RSM) in order to investigate some structural
properties of prototype InGaAs alloys in relaxed or strained states.

The Bragg equation relates every X-ray reflex that can be detected with a set of parallel lattice
plane (hkl). However, the Laue condition attributes every X-ray reflex to reciprocal lattice
point which makes it appropriate to label the reflexes with the indices of their corresponding
reciprocal lattice points HKL. The maximum length of the scattering vector in the case of
backscattering (\( \theta_B = 90° \)) is given by \( Q_{\text{max}} = 2|k| = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \).

Whenever the scattering vector is equal to reciprocal lattice vector, an X-ray reflex is observed.
As a result, all reflexes which for a given wavelength \( \lambda \) are accessible for diffraction experi-
ments are situated within the hemisphere with radius equal to \( \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \) (in right of Figure 12).

Such a scan can be carried out by combining the \( \omega/2\theta \)-scan with \( \omega \)-scan mode in the following
way: first for a given length of the scattering angle a \( \omega \)-scan is accomplished, then the \( \omega/2\theta \)
mode is employed to change the length of the scattering vector by a small amount and
then again a \( \omega \)-scan is performed and shown as reported in left of the Figure 12. With RSM
measurement, the graph can be presented either in angular coordinates or in reciprocal lattice
coordinates. Angular coordinates RSM is the \( x \)- and \( z \)-axes can be \( \omega \), \( 2\theta \), \( \omega/2\theta \), or \( 2\theta/\omega \).
Reciprocal coordinates RSM shows the graph in reciprocal lattice unit \( Q_x \) and \( Q_z \), where can
be defined with the following equations [33]:

\[ Q_x = \frac{\omega}{2\theta} \quad \text{and} \quad Q_z = \frac{2\theta}{\omega} \]
\[ Q_Z = \frac{2}{\lambda} \sin \theta \cos (\omega - \theta) \]
\[ Q_X = \frac{2}{\lambda} \sin \theta \sin (\omega - \theta) \]

where \( \lambda = 1.5406 \text{ Å} \) is the wavelength of CuK\(_{\alpha1}\) radiation, \( \theta = 2\theta/2 \) the angular position of the detector and \( \omega \) is the experimental Bragg angle for considered reflection.

\( \Delta Q_Z \) and \( \Delta Q_X \) are determined from the difference between measured angles for the substrate and the layer. For (115) reflection on (001) substrate, the perpendicular lattice parameter of the layer is obtained from

\[ \Delta Q_Z = a_{\perp} - \frac{5}{a_s} \]

where \( a_{\text{GaAs}} = 5.6325 \text{ Å} \) is the lattice parameter of the GaAs substrate.

Other possible equivalent representations of reciprocal map are accessible, such as by that representing the Bragg angle change by changing \((hkl)\) indices.

Generally, the reciprocal maps show two intense peaks localized in \( \Delta Q_X = \Delta Q_Z = 0 \) relative to the GaAs substrate and the in \( \Delta Q_X \neq \Delta Q_Z \neq 0 \) relative to the layer.

3.4.2.1. InGaAs/GaAs relaxed layer

Figure 13 illustrates an example of 2D and 3D map representations for a sample InGaAs/GaAs. In order to analyse maps topography with more facility, pedagogic representation as contour curves of iso-intensity is reported in the same figure.

Using RSM, the analysis of material properties can be completed both qualitatively and quantitatively. The last figure shows the illustration of a qualitative description of the change of the layer peak position with respect to the substrate peak. Qualitatively, a symmetric RSM scan can confirm that our sample is tilted or not. However, to determine whether our sample is strained or relaxed, an asymmetric scan is needed.
3.4.2.2. InGaAs/GaAs strained layer

InGaAs epitaxial layer on GaAs(100) substrate was investigated by HRXRD in order to determine the structural properties of this strained structure. Figure 14 shows reciprocal space maps of In$_{0.08}$Ga$_{0.92}$As/GaAs structure, recorded around (004) and (115) nodes. In the bottom, contour curves of iso-intensity are drawn. Diffusion vectors $\overrightarrow{Q}_{(004)}$ and $\overrightarrow{Q}_{(115)}$ were added to corresponding RSM.

Figure 13. 3D and 2D reciprocal space maps of In$_{0.08}$Ga$_{0.92}$As/GaAs structure, recorded around (004) and (115) nodes. In the bottom, contour curves of iso-intensity are drawn. Diffusion vectors $\overrightarrow{Q}_{(004)}$ and $\overrightarrow{Q}_{(115)}$ were added to corresponding RSM.
Figure 14. Reciprocal space mapping of In$_{0.08}$Ga$_{0.92}$As/GaAs structure, recorded around (004), (115) and (115) nodes. Diffusion vector $\vec{Q}_{\text{diff}}$ was added to the corresponding RSM.
maps (RSM) of an InGaAs/GaAs sample in two-dimensional representation of iso-intensity curves around (004), (115) and \(\{115\}\) nodes. Note that both spots of InGaAs active layer and GaAs substrate, relative to (004) symmetric reflection, were aligned along <001> direction. The obtained result confirms the absence of tilt between the active layer and the substrate. In addition, diffraction spots from (115) and \(\{115\}\) asymmetric reflections were also aligned along the growth direction, which was different from that of scattering vector \(\mathbf{Q}\). Sample was then strained and pseudomorphed. A fully strained epilayer adapts its planar lattice fully with the planar lattice of the substrate (Figure 14).

4. Conclusions

This chapter has covered a range of applications of HRXRD technique from simple rocking curve scans (\(\omega\) and \(\omega/2\theta\)) to space mapping cartography. Routine measurements applied to particular heterostructures such as GaAs/GaAs(001), GaN/Si(111), GaAsBi/GaAs(001) and InGaAs/GaAs(001) are reported in order to bring the capability of analysis of this technique. The former is a powerful tool that can provide accurate information on the structural properties of the analysed material. Indeed, the method is sensitive enough to determine the composition, thickness and perfection of the epitaxial layers of compound semiconductors.

The application of high-resolution diffraction space mapping is more prevalent since it is now possible to obtain a whole wealth of structural parameters other than just the thickness or composition. This is a developing field and this technique can be considered to determine the deviation from perfection.
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